
 

Monday is one of the best days of the week because it's free. It's also a day when you don't have to go to work, school, or any other obligation. But come Tuesday morning, you're ready for whatever life throws at you on your way to start your new week. That means that Monday is not only a great day of rest- it’s also a time when many people go out drinking with friends so they can have the weekend
off. But there are also people that think that having the weekend off is just what they need to do to get into trouble.

Those troublemakers usually end up paying for their troubles with jail time, but not everyone is so lucky. Take for example, Monday’s Child, a notorious serial killer who has escaped arrest seven times in the past six months all while hiding in plain sight under the alias Violet Ray. While Ray has proven to be deadly in her other killing sprees, she’s only killed people who were committing crimes of
their own. She has never committed any premeditated murders. Still, the police are on the lookout for her.

Ray gets away at first because she passes herself off as Violet, one of seven identical sisters who all look exactly like each other. This is because their mother wanted her children to be able to make a fresh start every week. The only way she achieved this was by having seven births in one day, all of which resulted in identical girls except for their hair color. Not surprisingly, this raised a few eyebrows
outside their home. But the parents didn't want to disappoint their neighbors, so they went along with the ruse. No one has ever questioned it since, and now the sisters are considered a marvel by the media. As a result, they have been set up as celebrities which gives them access to people from all walks of life just waiting to be chosen for their next hit.

In reality, Violet Ray is just an alias that Monday uses every week to kill anyone who has made her angry or who she thinks has wronged someone else. She also uses Violet Ray to cover up the seven different murders she plans to commit each week. The Internet is an invaluable tool for her because it allows her to pick out her victims, plan her next moves, and even research them so she can learn all
about their past so that she can have all the information she needs when it comes to choosing just the right people to kill. She never kills anyone who isn't guilty of something.

The cops are aware of this though they don’t know who Violet Ray really is. They do know that everyone will be looking for a woman dressed in all purple which means that they don't have to worry about encountering anyone wearing this color in public. There are seven girls out there wearing purple though, and they also know that Violet Ray loves the spotlight.
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